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                            Philosophy major Erin Meaker is a  June Anderson Foundation scholarship  recipient

                        

                     
	
                        

                        
                            Religion and Society class  visits various faith centers

                        

                     
	
                        

                        
                            Philosophy majors develop  valuable logic  and  communication  skills

                        

                     
	
                        

                        
                             Explore religions  in historical and comparative contexts
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                  The Story, in Brief...

                  
                  Since 1992 the Philosophy Department has sponsored an annual lecture series devoted
                     to issues in applied philosophy. Conceived with Aristotle's Lyceum in mind, the Applied
                     Philosophy Lyceum (APL) aims to stimulate private reflection and public reasoning
                     on matters of human praxis, broadly conceived. Topics have ranged from issues in environmental
                     ethics to theories of love and friendship. The list of speakers and topics, past and
                     present, can be found below.

                  
                  A reception typically follows each lecture.

                  
                  For further information on the Lyceum go to the Contacts Page
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                  Fall 2023 Applied Philosophy Lyceum 

              



